
CHANDRAX-ray CenterHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 (617)496-7940 Fax (617)495-7356September 14, 2007Dear ColleagueThe Chandra X-ray Center (CXC), on behalf of NASA, is sending this letter to inform theommunity of the impending availability of data and to soliit proposals from individuals orgroups interested in arhival researh on the Chandra Deep Field South. New observations ofthe CDFS, doubling the existing exposure time on this �eld from 1Mse to 2Mse, are plannedfor this fall as part of the Cyle 8 Diretor's Disretionary Time (DDT) program. Assumingurrent sheduling plans are followed, the observations will be ompleted in Nov/De 2007 andwill be publily released as they enter the arhive. As an oÆial produt, we will also release amerged dataset one the full exposure time has been reahed. This will inlude all 2007 datasetswith the aspet solution, based on re�ned astrometry determined from measured mathedsoure positions, reprojeted onto a ommon frame, reproessed and merged. Estimated releasedate for the merged dataset is 3 weeks after the last observation has suessfully ompletedV&V, this would be late November based on the urrent Long Term Shedule.We soliit proposals that utilize the new observations of the CDFS in onjuntion withexisting Chandra data on this, and potentially other Chandra �elds, to signi�antly advane ourknowledge of the X-ray emission in the universe and the objets responsible for it. Proposersare enouraged to searh ADS and make use of the Chandra publiations linked from theobservations in the arhive to investigate existing work on this and related datasets and soplae their proposed researh in the ontext of our urrent knowledge.Proposal Preparation, Submission and ReviewProposers requesting �nanial support should prepare a sienti� justi�ation of no more than4 pages following the guidelines listed in Appendix C of the Chandra Cyle 9 CfP (Call forProposals, on the web at: http://x.harvard.edu/proposer/CfP/). Proposals should inludea lear statement of the sienti� question(s) to be addressed, and a desription of the datarequired and the analysis to be performed to answer them. Where data from other failitiesare required, suÆient tehnial information should be inluded to demonstrate that data ofthe required type and quality are available or an be obtained and that the proposer has aessto any required failities. If observing time is not already alloated, a planned time-line forobtaining data should be inluded in the proposal.Proposals should be submitted to the CXC using the RPS (Remote Proposal System)system as desribed in the Chandra Cyle 9 CfP. RPS is available on our website:http://x.harvard.edu/gi-bin/RPS/Chandra/RPS.plSine arhival proposals inlude no Chandra target requests, only the Cover Page and theGeneral Form from RPS are required. N.B. The proposal type for this submission should beset to \ARCHIVE/CDFS", whih will be available in the RPS on the CXC website on 21 Sept2007.



A peer review will be held by the CXC � 1 month after the proposal deadline to reviewthe proposals and reommend funding for those whih are suÆiently highly ranked.This proposal all is open to all eligible sientists based in the US. Non-US sientists maypartiipate as members of proposing teams (and may provide required data as part of theirpartiipation), but funding is not available to support non-US-based partiipants.FundingThe siene proposals should inlude a total budget amount, entered on the RPS Cover Page.The siene justi�ation should inlude, within the 4-page limit, a setion (� 0:5 pages) whihdesribes how the funds will be used and details any funds required for supporting observa-tions. Funding for ativities depending on the future award of observing time will be alloatedontingent upon the suessful award of that time.The total amount of funding expeted to be available for this all is $350,000 over a periodof up to 2 years.Suessful proposers will be asked to submit a ost proposal following the guidelines de-sribed in Chapter 8 of the Chandra Cyle 9 CfP. This will inlude a one-page justi�ationand statement of work entered via the RPS Cost Proposal interfae with hardopies sent tothe SAO Grant Awards Seion. Information may be found on the CXC website at:http://x.harvard.edu/do/funding.htmland on the Grant Awards Setion website at:http://www.fa.harvard.edu/sp/poliies/CPSR.htmlDetails of submission plae and time will be sent to suessful proposers and posted on ourweb-site one the proposal review is omplete and the results announed.Antiipated SheduleDateRelease of Dear Colleague Letter 14 Sept 2007Proposal Deadline 7 Nov 2007, 5pm EDTPeer Review Nov/De 2007Seletion Announed De 2007Budget Deadline 20 De 2007The Chandra Deep Field SouthThe full Chandra deep survey observations omprise a mix of GTO, GO and Diretor's Disre-tionary Time and when ompleted will provide � 2�106 ses of exposure on a 160�160 ACIS-I�eld entered on RA: 03 32 28.00, DEC:�27 48 30.00. The new observations are referenedunder sequene number 900737 and are urrently sheduled to be observed in segments overthe period 19 Sept�12 Nov 2007. Belinda J. WilkesAssistant DiretorChandra X-ray Center2



PROPOSAL INFORMATIONIDENTIFIER: CXC-AR-00-03PROPOSAL DUE DATE: 7 Nov 2007, 5pm EDT (siene justifiation)SUBMISSION: Sientifi Justifiation to be submitted viaRPS on the CXC website: http://x.harvard.eduBUDGET DEADLINE: 20 De 2007Budget forms should be sent to:Grant Awards SetionSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory60 Garden Street MS-22Cambridge, MA 02138 USACourier Delivery (i.e. FedEx):Grant Awards SetionSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory100 Aorn Park Drive, Mail Stop 22Cambridge, MA 02140-2302SELECTING OFFICIAL: Dr. Harvey Tananbaum,Diretor, Chandra X-ray Center,Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory,60 Garden St.,Cambridge, MA 02138NOTIFICATION DATE: De 2007DIRECT TECHNICAL QUESTIONS TO:CXC Helpdesk: on the web at: http://x.harvard.edu(diret link: http://x.harvard.edu/helpdesk/)Dr. Belinda J. WilkesTEL: 617-495-7268, FAX: 617-495-7356DIRECT AWARD QUESTIONS TO:Grant Award SetionSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory60 Garden Street MS-22Cambridge, MA 02138 USATEL: 617-497-7705E-mail: Grants�fa.harvard.eduMORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE: http://x.harvard.edu3
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